AIA Cincinnati Allied Membership

If you are not an Architect or an architectural student but are involved as a professional in the architectural community, you may become an Allied Member. This membership is designed to help individuals and companies who wish to promote their products and services to architects and other building-industry professionals. By becoming involved with AIA Cincinnati you can connect and network with architects and other design professionals to build and strengthen communication among all members of the industry.

$300 Corporate Allied Membership
An Allied Membership is an annual membership, January to December, and is treated as an individual membership entitled one (1) corporate representative to the benefits detailed below. The membership is transferable within the corporation for a specific event, however any additional employees attending the same event are subject to the advertised non-member rates.

Benefits include:
- Exposure to hundreds of architects allowing for a high level of visibility with firm owners, principals, and emerging professionals
- Exposure to allied design professionals including urban planners, and those from academic institutions and industry associations
- Exposure to building-industry professionals including contractors and developers
- One corporate representative may attend all AIA Cincinnati events and programs for AIA member rates, including CRAN meetings, Academy programs, CRANawards, Golf, and Sporting Clays
- One corporate representative may serve on an AIA Cincinnati committee
- Recognition as an “AIA Cincinnati Allied Member” on AIA Cincinnati’s website
- Opportunity to submit a Project Profile or Member Profile to the AIA Cincinnati website which may also be shared on AIA Cincinnati’s social media
- Allied Members are given the first opportunity to sponsor AIA Cincinnati events

$500 Educational Allied Member
Educational Allied Members are AIA CE Providers and industry-related companies interested in offering LU/HSW credits to AIA Members.

Additional benefits for Educational Allied Members include:
- Use of the large conference room at the Cincinnati Center for Architecture + Design for programs offering LU/HSW credits to AIA Members (pending availability)
- Opportunity to offer continuing education programs to AIA Cincinnati members
- Tabletop display at your education program
- One sponsored post in AIA Cincinnati’s Architext e-newsletter